57th Annual Conference
Overcoming the Challenges in Animal Transportation
Tuesday, May 18 – Thursday, May 20, 2021

Tuesday, May 18th

Session #1 LIVE
Session #2 Recording from LIVE with LIVE moderator
9 am – 12 noon UTC - 4
3 – 6 pm UTC - 4

WELCOME
ATA President – Alberto Torres

KEYNOTE
Dr. Temple Grandin (Colorado State Univ.) speaking on The Impact of COVID-19 on Animal Welfare

SESSIONS:
• Shanna Siegel (USDA) speaking on USDA APHIS Veterinary Services’ Support of the International Movement of Live Animals During COVID
• Sophia Fagan (Aspinall Foundation) speaking on The Aspinall Foundation – Conservation Charity Covid Challenges
• Andrea Gruber (IATA) speaking on Transport of Live Animals in Times of Crisis – IATA insight

Wednesday, May 19th

Session #1 LIVE
Session #2 Recording from LIVE with LIVE moderator
9 am – 12 noon UTC - 4
3 – 6 pm UTC - 4

WELCOME and AGM
ATA President Alberto Torres

SESSIONS:
• Patrick Sharp (University of CA, Merced) speaking on Lab Animal Transport and Biosecurity – Comprehensive Design Elements including testing, sanitization/treatment and efficacy assessment
• Sam Quintelier (Brussels Airport) speaking on the Airport perspective about the implementation of the animal facility in Brussels and how this does affect the airport community (airlines, forwarders, authorities, …) as well the impact on companion animals
• Geraldine Auston (Ag and Food Exchange) speaking on Understanding Animal Transport Pressure Points
• Dr. Kirstin Barnhart (ENVIGO) speaking on Pandemic/COVID Challenges NHPs

Thursday, May 20th

Session #1 LIVE
Session #2 Recording from LIVE with LIVE moderator
9 am – 12 noon UTC - 4
3 – 6 pm UTC - 4

WELCOME
ATA President Alberto Torres

SESSIONS:
• Bobby Richey (USDA Beijing) speaking on Trade with China
• Jay Eaves (BioTrans LLC) speaking on Utilizing Data Analytics to drive Performance in Live Animal Transportation
• Dr. Christopher Riley (Massey University) and Dr. Des Leadon (Irish Equine Centre) speaking on Emergency Treatment of Horses in Transit (road and air transport)
• Robert Quest (City of London) speaking on Brexit – What next?
• Lizanne Muller (ENVIGO) speaking on Pandemic/COVID Challenges for dogs, rabbits and rodents